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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a review on the palm vein authentication device that uses vessel patterns as a private 
distinguishing issue. The vein info is tough to duplicate since veins square measure internal to the form. The palm vein 
authentication technology offers a high level of accuracy. Palm vein authentication uses the tube-shaped structure 
patterns of Associate in nursing individual’s palm as personal identification knowledge. The palm vein is one amongst 
the foremost reliable physiological characteristics that may be accustomed distinguish between people. Palm vein 
technology works by characteristic the vein patterns in a person's palm The key techniques of palm vein recognition 
will consistently delineated  in five components extracting region of interest (ROI), preprocessing to image, extracting 
palm vein pattern, extracting options and options matching.. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

 The omnipresent network society, where people will simply access their info anytime and anyplace, individuals also 
are baby-faced with the danger that others will simply access a similar info anytime and anyplace. Because of this risk, 
personal identification technology is employed which has Passwords, personal identification numbers and identification 
cards. However, cards are often taken and passwords and numbers are often guessed or forgotten. to resolve these 
issues, four strategies area unit developed: fingerprints, faces, voice prints and palm veins. In the present network 
society, where people will simply access their data anytime and anyplace, folks are featured with the chance that others 
will simply access constant data anytime and anyplace. As a result of this risk, personal identification technology is 
employed which has Passwords, personal identification numbers and identification cards. However, cards are purloined 
and passwords and numbers is guessed or forgotten. To unravel these issues, four strategies area unit developed: 
fingerprints, faces, voice prints and palm veins. Among these, as a result of its high accuracy, contact less palm vein 
authentication technology is being incorporated into varied monetary resolution merchandise to be used publicly 
places. Palm vein authentication is one amongst the vascular  pattern authentication technologies vascular  pattern 
authentication includes vein pattern authentication mistreatment the vein patterns of the palm, back of the hand or 
fingers as personal identification knowledge, and membrane recognition mistreatment the vascular  patterns at the rear 
of the attention as personal identification.  
 Recently, several researchers investigated the finger, hand, and palm vein recognition for machine-controlled personal 
identification. By mistreatment fashionable technology someone will management their personal data simply at any 
time and anyplace, however conjointly there area unit some risks that people will lead of this data. as a result of these 
risks researchers tried to use identification technologies . Biometry is machine-controlled strategies of recognizing 
someone supported a physiological or activity characteristic. Associate degree example of activity characteristic area 
unit face recognition, fingerprints, hand pure mathematics, signature verification, iris, retinal, finger/hand/palm vein 
recognition, ear recognition, and voice recognition. 
 

II. RELATED  WORK 
 
Palm vein authentication works by comparing the pattern of veins in the palm of a person being authenticated with a 
pattern stored in a database. Vascular patterns are unique to each individual, according to Fujitsu research even 
identical twins have different patterns and since the vascular patterns exist inside the body, they cannot be stolen by 
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means of photography, voice recording or fingerprints, thereby making this method of biometric authentication more 
secure than others. Palm vein authentication uses the vascular patterns of an individual’s palm as personal identification 
data. Compared with a finger or the back of a hand, a palm has a broader and more complicated vascular pattern and  
thus contains a wealth of differentiating features for personal identification. 
 

III.  LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

[1] Yiding Wang et al (2010), “Hand dorsa Vein Recognition Based on Coded and Weighted Partition Local Binary 
Patterns”,  CWPLBP- Partition Local Binary Patterns (PLBP) by adding feature weighting and error correction coding 
(ECC). Utilize systematic redundancy which help for reliable transmission and reduce influence of insignificant LBP 
 
[2] Ajay Kumar et al(2010), “Contactless Palm  Vein Identification using Multiple Representations”, 
Two new palm vein representations used : Hessian and localized Radon transform (LRT) no training is necessary for 
score combination scheme .   Difficult to compute  when partial palm vein image  is presented. 
 
[3] Zohaib Khan et al (2011),” Contour Cod.: Robust and Efficient Multispectral Palm print Encoding for Human 
Recognition”,- ontour Code, a novel orientation and binary hash table based encoding for palm print recognition   
Facilitates simultaneous matching to the database and score level fusion of the multispectral bands in a single step. 
Normalization of scores is not required before fusion. Generic orientation code for line-like features only. 
 
[4] Andrzej Drygajlo et al(2011), “Palm Vern Recognition with Local Binary Patterns and Local Derivative Patterns”, 
LBP and LDP used Computational simplicity and efficiency. Size of the image descriptor high. To overcome need to 
use bins representing the most discriminative information. 
 
[5] W Song et al(2011), “A finger-vein verification system using mean crcurvature” For robust feature extraction, mean 
cur..ature method used Extract the pattern from the images with unclear veins.  Requires the whole finger-vein pattern 
as the reference template. More secure matching algorithms. 
 
[6] Jen-Chun Lee(2012),”A novel biometric system based on palm vein image”- 2-D Gabor Filter for local feature 
extraction and bit string representation More efficient template storare and retrieval. Size of the device for practical 
application is large. 
 

IV. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 
The ability to verify identity has become more and more important in several areas of recent life, like electronic 

government, medical administration systems, access control systems for secure areas, passenger ticketing, and 
residential workplace and home study environments. Technologies for private identification embrace code numbers, 
passwords, and sensible cards, but these all carry the danger of loss, theft, forgery, or unauthorized use. it's expected 
that biometric authentication technology, which authenticates physiological information, will be deployed to 
supplement or as an alternative to these alternative systems. The some group has developed biometric identification 
technologies supported fingerprints, voice, face expression, and vein patterns in the palm, and has conjointly combined 
two or additional of those capabilities in multi-biometric authentication systems. Though biometric authentication is 
already being used to some extent by corporations and government authorities, for it to realize wider acceptance, it has 
to be considered less intrusive, and considerations about hygiene thought to be self-addressed. 

 For that reason, there is a market want for voice or facial recognition systems and alternative biometric 
authentication technology that can scan physiological information without requiring physical contact with sensor 
instrumentation, and the development of such systems that are both sensible and provide larger precision. 

 
V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
 The Palm recognition system consists of associate degree automatic segmentation system and is in a position to 

localize the palm vein regions. You’ve got to store associate degree palm vein image of a personal in information. 
Victimisation that hold on template in information we are going to be matching this image. Supported the result we are 
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going to be distinctive a specific person. Beside palm vein identification system we are going to be coming up with a 
encryption/ decoding toolkit victimisation palm vein code as key. The coding and decoding method works together 
with a key - a word, number, or phrase - to encode the information.  

Footprint identification is the measurement of footprint features for recognizing the identity of a user. A footprint is 
a universal and easy way to capture a personal “identifier” which does not change much over time. Footprint-based 
measurements constitutes one of many new possibilities to realize biometric authentication.  It is an experimental 
technology that is currently under development at a number of universities and research institutes. Footprint 
identification is projected to become a new emerging alternative to access control in wellness domains such as spas and 
thermal baths.  It has also been recommended as a technology to identify new born babies at hospitals. Multiple 
variations of footprint identification are currently being developed by various research groups working worldwide.  As 
this technology evolves, most versions are projected to use approaches comparable to state-of-the-art hand geometry, 
palm print and finger print techniques.  Current prototypes of footprint identification technology use cameras to capture 
naked footprints.  Then the images undergo pre-processing, followed by the extraction of two features: shape using 
gradient vector flow (GVF), and minutiae extraction respectively. Matching is then effected based on these two features 
followed by a fusion of these two results for either a “reject” or “accept” decision. Shape matching features are 
typically based on cosine similarity while texture is based on miniature score matching.Foot vein identification which 
will help for getting unique information of particular person . We buid both foot and the palm vein authentication 
process for all user  security purpose in our project. 
 

Fig 1. System Architecture 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

 Palm vein technology supply contact less authentication and supply sanitary and none Invasive answer, so promoting 
high level of user acceptance. It believes that a vein print is extraordinarily tough to forge and so contributes to a high 
level security, as a result of the technology measures haemoprotein flow through veins internal to the body. The 
opportunities to implement palm vein technology span a good vary of applications. 
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